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Listing Summary

Located just outside of Wadena, Iowa, in the heart of Fayette County, sits the rare 
opportunity to purchase a “dream come true” type recreational property. This 
perfectly maintained property consisting of 53.26+/- acres has great top access 
from the cabin site via the trail system; which creates the ultimate advantage 
while hunting the farm. 
 
This farm has multiple points of access including a direct access off of Depot Road 
as well as an Easement that follows the well-maintained road up the East side of 
the property the cabin.  As you drive up the road you will enter through a beautiful 
timbered ridge, and are greeted by the 994sf cabin located at the highest point 
on the farm. This cabin has served as the base camp for many successful bow and
late muzzleloader deer hunts; and is home for the Veterans supported by the Purple 
Heart Tour for their annual Turkey hunt, where they have been fortunate enough 
to tag out every year. Complete with a main level master bedroom, bathroom and 
full kitchen, as well as a loft for additional sleeping space, this could easily serve as 
someone’s secluded dream home. Whether you step out on the Easternly facing 
covered porch or the Westerly facing deck, the panoramic views of the property 
will not disappoint. 
 
Leaving the cabin, you can traverse the property on the intricate trail system. The 
cabin’s location allows for great access to the rest of the property with wind coming
from nearly any direction. Winding through the hardwood ridges with mature timber 
as well as young walnuts, you can access your choice of numerous food plots to 
hunt over. There is also a great stand of native grasses, with a well-established pine 
wind break providing great bedding areas and nesting habitat. This neighborhood has 
a rich tradition of producing giant whitetails, and the success had on this farm would 
support that.  With big sections of timber, and like-minded neighbors, this area will 
continue to produce for years to come. 
 
This is certainly a one-of-a-kind property, and fits the bill for nearly every per-
son desiring a recreational property today – Great access, seclusion, as well as 
great hunting with all the comforts of home. This is the type of place you “Go 
for the weekend” and never want to leave! 
 
For questions or more details please contact Iowa Land Specialist Nick Hopp at 
319-240-6121 or nick@highpointlandcompany.com.
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